Contract for Training Services

with
Stick & Rudder Aviation (a dba of Stick & Rudder Aviation, LLC)

Preamble
You are about to undertake serious, professional, and structured flight training. During
your training, you will be challenged and questioned. Stick & Rudder Aviation
instructors will make every effort to keep the training atmosphere fun and fulfilling.
All aspects, within our lesson plan (published on our web site), will be covered
regardless of the degree of training you require.
Regardless of your Pilot licensing or level of experience - Stick & Rudder Aviation
instructors will remain the Pilot-In-Command (PIC) throughout your training.
If at anytime you feel concerned for your safety, we expect you to query the instructor
for further explanation, AND immediately ask to stop the maneuver.
You will be training - in a responsive airplane (at precise airspeeds), with varied weather
conditions, in a new environment, and with diverse topography - for which you may be
quite unfamiliar. Please understand, your instructor has the experience and skills in
these conditions and areas - please respectfully trust their judgement.
Deposit
Please understand - as our training programs are all several days to weeks of undivided
attention towards your training needs. A last-minute cancellation can leave a large hole
in our training schedule that can not be filled at the last-minute (as the majority of our
clients come from out-of-the-state and country).
Therefore, a deposit is required to reserve a training window on our schedule.
Once we receive your deposit - we will send you a statement of the deposit on account,
and a confirmation of your reserved dates.
We require a $500 deposit for every week you reserve on our schedule.

Please send a check and contract to:
Stick & Rudder Aviation
P.O. Box 477
Greenleaf, Idaho 83626
208-477-1318
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Cancellations
Any change in your commitment for the reserved training window - Stick & Rudder
Aviation must be notified in writing by Email.
The deposit is NON-refundable, if you cancel within 30 days of your reservation.
Should circumstances arise that you must cancel, we will then hold your deposit on
account for 6 months in the hopes you will reschedule your training. Once you start your
training, the deposit will be used towards your training balance.
Scheduling
Please Email us with your preferred dates FIRST - as our training schedule is far too
dynamic and complicated for us to just give you our availability. Once we compare your
preferred dates with our training schedule - we will Email you an acknowledgement that
your preferred dates will work OR options around your preferred dates.
As a courtesy, your acknowledged training dates will be reserved for you for 7 days waiting for your deposit.
If we do not receive your deposit - your dates will be opened back up to others.
Payments
During your training you will be invoiced once per week, or within a couple days of the
end of your training (which ever comes sooner).
As there will most likely be a balance due at the end of your training - you will be
invoiced by Email. If needed, a hard copy can be delivered to your hotel.
We expect the final payment, before you return home, via a check or credit card. If you
choose to use a credit card - the processing fee we are charged (of 2.75%), will be
added to your charge.
Payment is due immediately upon receipt of our invoice.
Payments not received within 10 days of your Emailed invoice date - will accrue finance
charges based @ 20% (annually).
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Caveats
Stick & Rudder Aviation is attentive to the considerable investment you are making to
obtain professional flight training - and the value of your limited training time here in
Idaho, Never the less, unforeseen or uncontrollable situations arise.
Please understand, Stick & Rudder Aviation will not be held accountable...
For weather delays.
(Concern for your safety, drives our conservative go/no-go decisions)
For airport taxi or traffic pattern delays.
(We have shown ATC the STOL capabilities of the Kitfox, therefore the
normal delays are usually minimized with allowing intersection takeoffs,
short approaches, and long landings)
For mechanical failures.
(Our Kitfox(s) receive Annual Condition Inspections (every 100 hours
rather than yearly). Therefore, historically, in conjunction with Kitfox’s
high reliability - mechanical issues are few. With our symbiotic
relationship with the factory (less than 30 minutes away) - most
maintenance concerns are usually resolved in a very timely and efficient
manner).
For the reserved training window being insufficient time to accomplish your goals.
(Everyone learns at a different rate - please don’t rush the training)
We thank you for choosing Stick & Ruder Aviation training programs and look forward to
flying with you.
_________________________ _______________
Pilot, student, client
Date
Physical & Postal Address:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
Telephone:
Home __________________________
Cell __________________________
E-mail:
__________________________
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_________________________ _______________
Paul Leadabrand
Date
Managing member for Stick & Rudder LLC
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